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Abstract

Liquid-liquid phase transition known as coacervation of resilin-like-peptide fusion proteins containing
different terminal domains were investigated. Two different modular proteins were designed and produced
and their behavior were compared to a resilin-like-peptide without terminal domains. The size of the
particle-like coacervates was modulated by the protein concentration, pH and temperature. The
morphology and three-dimensional (3D) structural details of the coacervate particles were investigated by
cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) and tomography (cryo-ET) reconstruction.
Selective adhesion of the coacervates on cellulose and graphene surfaces was demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

Proteins can undergo liquid-liquid phase transition where highly concentrated liquid-like droplets form and
separate from aqueous phase. Such transition is called coacervation and it strongly influences functions
and activity of certain proteins.[1] For example, coacervation of tropoelastin is the first vital step in elastic
fiber formation.[2][3] The coacervate particles then progressively grow into larger assemblies and finally
mature into fibrous structures.[4][5] According to recent findings, coacervation is essential in fundamental
biological processes, e.g. promoting assembly of spindles.[6] From the point view of material science,
coacervation is also very important for the functionalities of natural materials, such as the gradient stiffness
of squid beak, underwater coatings and adhensives.[7][8]

Tropoelastin, as a representative protein that undergoes single coacervation, has been studied
intensively. Its primary structure is considered to be the basis for this process, especially the
hydrophobic domains are thought to directly affect the self-assembly.[5] Resilin is an elastomeric
protein found in specialized regions of the cuticle of most insects. The protein has similar primary
structure with tropoelastin, and both of them are regarded as intrinsically disordered
proteins.[9][10][11] Resilin-like-peptides have been reported to undergo temperature-triggered
phase separation.[11][12] However, there is limited knowledge on how functional terminal domains
fused to the resilin-like-peptide affect the coacervation process and whether these will make the
resilin coacervates functional.

In this work, resilin fusion proteins consisting of the exon I Rec1-resilin from Drosophila
melanogaster with different adhesive terminal domains were constructed to design functional
coacervates. The effect of different terminal domains on the coacervation of the resilin-like proteins
was investigated by analyzing the coacervate size and morphology at different conditions. The
functionality was studied by testing the adhesion of coacervated proteins on different materials.
The three different constructs studied were the resilin-like-peptide (RLP), RLP with cellulose
binding modules at both terminal ends (CBM-RLP-CBM) and RLP with double CBM at the Nterminal and a hydrophobin HFBI at the C-terminal end (dCBM-RLP-HFBI) (Figure 1). The
schematic in Figure 1d and the hydrophobicity index in Figure 1e illustrates the repetitive sequence

of RLP. The fungal family I CBMs employed here are the non-catalytic domains of the
cellobiohydrolase enzyme, which binds to cellulose crystals through a set of aromatic residues and
hydrogen bonding (Figure 1f).[13][14] The second type of adhesive domain HFBI, is an amphiphilic
protein having a hydrophobic patch able to form supramolecular multimers in aqueous conditions
through hydrophobic interactions (Figure 1g).[15] Understanding the formation and added
functionality of the coacervates is crucial for being able to employ them in, for instance, hybrid
composite materials.

Figure 1. Schematics. Different protein constructs used in this work. (a) Resilin-like-peptide (RLP). (b)
Cellulose binding module (CBM)-RLP-CBM. (c) dCBM-RLP-hydrophobin (HFBI). (d) Schematic structure
of RLP. (e) Hydrophobicity index of RLP. (f) CBM binds to the surface of cellulose. (g) HFBI forms
tetramers under aqueous environment due to the hydrophobic interactions.

2. Experimental

2.1 Protein production and purification

Synthetic Drosophila melanogaster Rec1-resilin fusion proteins were expressed in Trichoderma
reesei. The production and purification of the proteins have been described earlier; RLP, CBMRLP-CBM[16] and dCBM-RLP-HFBI[17].

2.2 Formation of the coacervates

The lyophilized resilin proteins were dissolved in water to obtain protein solutions with desired
concentrations. 1M sodium phosphate buffers with different pHs were prepared and sterilized. The
resilin coacervate was formed by mixing the resilin solutions with sodium phosphate buffer.

2.3 Cross linking of the coacervates

The horseradish peroxidase (lyophilized powder, Sigma Aldrich) was added to resilin solution first
and then the phosphate buffer was added to trigger the coacervation. Finally, 40 mM hydrogen
peroxide solution was added to accomplish the cross linking process.

2.4 Characterization by Attenuated Total reflection-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)

A Nicolet 380 FT-IR Spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) was used to characterize the conformational
changes of resilin fusion protein coacervates. The CBM-RLP-CBM and dCBM-RLP-HFBI
coacervates were formed with 500 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.14, and then separated
by centrifugation at 10000 rpm. The separated/concentrated coacervates were then analyzed with
ATR-FTIR. The CBM-RLP-CBM and dCBM-RLP-HFBI water solutions were used as reference.

2.5 Characterization by Scanning Electron Microscopy

The dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervates were centrifuged at 10000 rpm to separate them from the free
proteins. The separated coacervates were drop casted on silicon wafer and dried at room
temperature. The cross linked dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervates were washed by centrifugation at
10000 rpm and then drop-casted on silicon wafer. All the samples were sputtered with a thin layer
of gold/platinum (Emitech K950X/K350) to prevent the charging of the samples. The coated
samples were imaged using a field emission scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Sigma VP FESEM) under the acceleration voltages of 1−3 keV.

2.6 Characterization by Cryo-Transmission Electron Microscopy

The Cryo-TEM samples were prepared by placing 3.0 µL aqueous dispersion on a 200-mesh
copper grid with either holey carbon support film (CF-Quantifoil) or lacey carbon support film and
plunge freezed in 50/50 liquid propane/ethane mixture using vitrobot with 2s blotting time under
100% humidity. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were collected using JEM
3200FSC field emission microscope (JEOL) operated at 300 kV in bright field mode with Omegatype Zero-loss energy filter. The images were acquired with GATAN DIGITAL MICROGRAPH
software while the specimen temperature was maintained at -187°C.

2.7 Sample Preparation using sequential solvent exchange

The original sample (3.0 µL) was placed on a hexagonal 300 mesh TEM grid with ultrathin carbon
film. Before adding the samples, the TEM grids were plasma cleaned for 30 seconds and treated
with 5 nm fiducial gold markers. After placing the sample on a pretreated grid (1-2 min), the grids
were washed with water followed by (50% MeOH/H2O v/v) and 3x MeOH for 15 sec. each. Further,
the sequential washing was continued with 50% MeOH/tert-butanol and 3x tert-butanol and placed
the grid in an Eppendorf containing 100 μL of tert-butanol. The excess tert-butanol was removed
using micropipette before placing the samples in a lyophilizer for 1 hour. The dried specimen was
used for imaging.

2.8 Serial Electron Microscopy and Electron Tomographic Reconstruction

Electron tomographic tilt series were acquired with the SerialEM-software package.[18] Samples
were tilted between ±69o angles with 2-3o increment steps. Prealignment of tilt image series was
and the fine alignment and cropping was executed with IMOD.[19] The images were binned twice
to reduce noise and computation time. Maximum entropy method (MEM) reconstruction scheme
was carried out with custom made program on Mac or Linux cluster with regularization parameter
value of λ = 1.0e-3.[20] The 3D isosurface and solid colored images were produced in Chimera
after final reconstruction.

2.9 Dynamic Light Scattering

The particle size of CBM-RLP-CBM and RLP coacervates formed at different conditions was
determined by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) on a Malvern Zetasizer 3000 (Malvern
Instrument, Malvern, UK). All the samples were fresh prepared just before the measurements and
stabilized for 120s before start the measurement. The measurements were performed three times
for each sample.

2.10 Adsorption of coacervates on different surfaces

Graphene on Pt substrates

Graphene on Si substrates with 200 nm of sputtered Pt was grown by using a photo-thermal CVD
process.[21] The substrates were pre-annealed at 800°C degrees for 5 min under hydrogen flow
(15 sccm) at 1 Torr to crystalize the Pt. Then graphene was grown at 820°C degrees for 1 min
under methane (12 sccm) and hydrogen (4 sccm) flow at 12 Torr.

Regenerated cellulose on SiO2 substrates

The cellulose surface was prepared by convertion of trimethylsilyl cellulose (TMSC) to regenerated
cellulose with HCl.[22] Before deposition, the silicon wafers were cleaned with piranha solution.
The cleaned silicon wafers were then coated with 1 g L-1 of TMSC using a spin-coater. The
regeneration of TMSC to cellulose was performed by vapour phase acid hydrolysis using 37 %
HCl.

The adsorptions of RLP, CBM-RLP-CBM and dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervates on graphene,
cellulose and glass surfaces were measured by dipping the substrates into the coacervate
suspension for 5 min, and then rinsed gently with deionized water. The coacervate coated
substrates were dried at ambient conditions and then imaged with SEM. See the Electronic
Supplementary Information.

3. Results and discussions

3.1 Coacervation of the resilin fusion proteins

Coacervation is a process where macromolecules phase separate and form a concentrated phase.
Coacervation can be induced by various triggers such as increased ionic strength, temperature,
concentration or the combination of these variables which will lead to the segregation of the
component from the solvent and form a condensed phase.[3][12] In this study, the focus was on
the ionic strength and pH induced coacervation of resilin-like-peptides. The experiments were
carried out by dissolving RLPs in 500 mM sodium phosphate buffer at different pHs and the
observing the phase separation behaviour. It is noteworthy to differentiate the single coacervation
studied here, from the complex coacervation that is a result of electrostatic attraction between
polyelectrolytes of opposite charges.

The conformational transitions during the salt-induced coacervation of the RLP fusion proteins
were analyzed by attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
(Figure S1). The absorbance band at 1670 cm-1 was assigned to the PPII conformation and was

obtained for the resilin fusion protein solutions.[23] After coacervation, the band at 1670 cm-1
shifted to 1634 cm-1, which was assigned to the transition to the β-sheet conformation.[24] The
FTIR study confirmed that there were conformational changes during the salt-induced
coacervation.

The coacervation of the RLP fusion proteins were associated with conformational transitions,
mainly the increased fraction of β-sheets, and the similar conformational transitions have also been
found in tropoelastin and elastin-like polypeptides.[5][25] A previous study of the molecular and
supramolecular structure of resilin has shown that transition from the PPII conformation to folded
conformations leads to self-assembly and micro-structures.[23]

Coacervation of the different RLP constructs was affected by the ionic strength, pH, protein
concentration and temperature. The sizes of the coacervate particles of RLP and CBM-RLP-CBM
were measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The contribution of pH and protein concentration
in the coacervate size for RLP and CBM-RLP-CBM is presented in Figure 2. The behaviour of the
RLP and the CBM-RLP-CBM appears very similar, coacervation lead into spherical individual
particles whose sizes varied from some hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers. The
sharp increase of the particle size below 600 nm to the micrometer level was taken as the threshold
for coacervation. In both cases, coacervation was triggered by increased concentration in a pH
dependent way, where elevating the pH above 6 lead to formation of the micrometer-sized
particles. The particle size increased further with increasing protein concentration.

The dCBM-RLP-HFBI formed spherical coacervate particles already at 2 g L-1 but the particles had
high tendency towards clustering (Figure 2c and d). At higher protein concentrations, the strong
scattering from the agglomerated particles complicated the DLS analysis and it was not possible
to measure the precise size of the individual particles. In Figure 2c, typical DLS data of the 2 g L-1
samples showing a bimodal distribution based on the particle volume fraction is presented. Based
on confocal microscopy (Figure 2d) and optical microscopy images (Figure S2), the peak

measured at 1.5 µm size range represents the individual coacervates and the larger peak near 6
µm the agglomerates. Overall, the dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervates were more resistant to the
environmental conditions and there was no clear differences of the coacervate size at different pH
values.

Figure 2. The effect of protein concentration and pH on the size of RLP coacervate (a) and CBM-RLPCBM coacervate (b) in 500 mM phosphate buffer. The particle sizes were measured by dynamic light
scattering (DLS). (c) The size distribution of 2 g L-1 dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervate formed at different pH
values. (d) Confocal microscopy image of dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervate.

According to a previous study, the resilin molecule has compact conformation near the isoelectric
point (IEP), but more extended one at pH significantly above and below the IEP.[16][17] Based on
the Zeta-potential measured as a function of pH, the values of the IEP of the CBM-RLP-CBM and
RLP were 4.5 and 4.9

accordingly.[16][26] For both RLP and CBM-RLP-CBM, the smallest

coacervates were formed near the IEP, and larger coacervates were formed at higher pH above a
certain concentration limit. In the Figure 2 b, a slightly increased size of the CBM-RLP-CBM

coacervates at low pH was observed at high protein concentration. The behaviour at high and low
pHs indicates that the coacervation could be a consequence of the extended conformation of the
individual proteins and the consequent increased interaction between the molecules that enables
formation of large protein assemblies.[16][17] Based on the particle sizes, there was no obvious
influence of the CBM domains on coacervation of RLP proteins.

3.2 Coacervate characteristics

The structure and morphology of the CBM-RLP-CBM coacervates at different pHs were imaged
by cryo-TEM as shown in Figure 3. At pH 4.5 the CBM-RLP-CBM, formed very small coacervates,
whose average diameter was near 50 nm (Figure 3a). At higher pH (7.14), the CBM-RLP-CBM
formed much larger coacervates with a diameter near 1 µm (Figure 3b). The particle size obtained
by the cryo-TEM was corresponding well with the DLS measurements. Without the addition of
salts, there was no spherical coacervate particles formed in the CBM-RLP-CBM solutions, but
there were some small protein agglomerates, which may have been the nucleation sites for the
particles resulting from coacervation (Figure 3c). In the majority of protein aggregation events, the
aggregation is initiated by formation of a nucleus, which could be a dimer or multimer.[27] The
exon I-encoding polypeptide has been reported to self-aggregate into organized fibrillar structures
on the basis of the backbone hydration and hydrogen bonding.[28] The small aggregates observed
in the cryo-TEM images (Figure 3c) are likely the self-assemblies of CBM-RLP-CBM, which could
grow to coacervate particles when salt was added.

A Cryo-TEM tilt series was collected from a single CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate and using electron
tomographic reconstruction, the 3D structure of the particle was obtained. The relatively large size
of the particles (> 1 µm) were found to be not suitable for Cryo-TEM tomography as they tended
to flatten upon vitrification (see Electronic Supplementary Information Figure S3). This was
expected as the ice thickness in vitrification for cryo-TEM is generally below 150 nm, whereas the
coacervates were nearly 1 µm in diameter.[29] The flattening of the coacervate during the

vitrification also indicated that the CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate particles are dynamic and consist
of extremely resilient liquid-like material.

In order to overcome the artefact of flattening during the cryo-TEM sample preparation, the
coacervates were fixed on the TEM grid via sequential solvent exchange method.[30] Figure 4a-c
presents the snapshots from tilt series suggesting nearly spherical shape of the coacervates (see
video S1). 3D reconstruction of the aligned tilt series of the CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate is shown
in Figure 4d further supporting the spherical shape. Interestingly, the internal structure of the
coacervates using the cross section of the tomogram displayed ”onion-like” structures as shown
in Figure 4e (see Electronic Supplementary Information, video S2). The similar onion-like structure
was also observed in partially dehydrated cryo-TEM sample (see Figure S3). Therefore, we
suspected that the “onion-like” structure might be induced by dehydration. The presence of
artefacts due to missing wedge as well as due to drying cannot be ruled out.

Figure 3. Cryo-TEM images of CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate formed at pH 4.5 sodium phosphate buffer (a)
and pH 7.14 (b) with 5 g L-1 protein concentration. (c) 5 g L-1 CBM-RLP-CBM solution. The size of the
coacervate increased at higher pH due to the extension of RLP molecule.

In Figure 4f, the SEM image of the CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate shows that its surface was not
smooth, and it appeared to be composed of small particles. The z-stacking of the CBM-RLP-CBM
coacervate by confocal microscopy showed that the fluorescence was evenly distributed within the

coacervates, which confirmed that their structure was quite homogeneous and not hollow (inset in
Figure 4f).

Figure 4. Structure characterization of CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate. (a) TEM micrographs at tilt
angles of +67°; b) 0° and c) -67°; d) 3D reconstruction of CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate formed at
pH 7.14 and the cross sectional view (e). (f) The SEM image of the coacervate dried by solvent
exchanging. The inset in (f) is the confocal microscopy image. The scale bar is 1 µm.

The CBM-RLP-CBM coacervates typically occurred as individual particles, whereas the dCBMRLP-HFBI coacervates were more likely to form clusters. The difference in the behavior of the
coacervates was readily observed by imaging with optical microscope (videos S3 and S4 in the
ESI). The dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervates appeared to stick to each other and to form growing
clusters, but the particles did not coalesce. It is known that in aqueous solutions, the hydrophobin
HFBI has the tendency to form multimers due to the interactions between the hydrophobic patches
in the proteins’ structure.[31] Thus, the formation of the cluster of the dCBM-RLP-HFBI
coacervates could possibly be explained by the hydrophobic interactions between the
hydrophobins. This observation relates to our earlier study of the dCBM-RLP-HFBI molecule where

the forces related to the adhesion of the hydrophobin motif was studied by single molecule force
spectroscopy.[17] At elevated pH, the strength of the hydrophobic interaction of the molecules was
significantly higher compared to the forces measured at the IEP.[17] The reason for the large
hydrophobic interaction of the dCBM-RLP-HFBI molecules was likely a consequence of the
bundling of the extended resilin domains, which led to the formation of a larger hydrophobic patch
as several hydrophobins were brought closely together. Thus, the coacervate cluster formation
could be due to hydrophobic patches formed on the coacervate surface.

Figure 5. (a) SEM image of cross linked dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervate dried at room temperature. The
cross-linked coacervates were washed with water by centrifugation. (b) and (c) SEM image of dCBMRLP-HFBI coacervate dried on silicon wafer at room temperature and heated at 70°C respectively. The
coacervate was formed with 5 g L-1 protein and 500 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.14.

The confocal microscopy image of the dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervate taken under liquid
environment showed that the cluster was composed of individual coacervates having spherical
shape (Figure 2d). The morphology of the coacervate could be fixed by chemical cross-linking as
shown in Figure 5a that represents a dried coacervate sample. When the non-cross-linked dCBMRLP-HFBI coacervate sample was dried at room temperature, the particles were partly fused
together and stretched into elongated shapes (Figure 5b). However, when the sample was dried
at 70°C, the coacervate formed a smooth continuous film where fibrils were pulled out from the
fractured surfaces (Figure 5c). The resilin exon I has shown to go through melting-like endothermic
process at 50 °C, which appears to also happen for the coacervate leading to fusion of the

particles.[28] The fibril-like morphology was characteristic also for the fractured surfaces of the
molten coacervate material. The cross-linked dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervates, could resist the
tension caused by drying and were able to keep their spherical shape as shown in Figure 5a.

Adhesion of the coacervates

We fused adhesive domains, CBM and HFBI to functionalize the resilin-like-peptides and
consequently their coacervates. In previous work, it has been shown that CBMs and HFBI have
specific affinities to cellulose and graphene surfaces, respectively.[32] Therefore, we investigated
the adherence of dCBM-RLP-HFBI and CBM-RLP-CBM coacervates on graphene and cellulose
surfaces by dip-coating the surfaces with coacervate suspension and assessing by SEM whether
the particles adhered to the surface or not. The results of the adhesion test for all the three RLP
variants are summarised in Figure 6 showing cellulose surfaces (a, d, g), graphene surfaces (b, e,
h) and glass surfaces (c, f, i) after immersion to a smaple containing the coacervates. Glass was
chosen as the control surface due to its hydrophilic nature and low surface charge that should not
attract unspecific binding of the protein domains.

As shown in Figure 6a and b, the dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervate adhered to both the graphene and
cellulose surface forming a non-continuous layer on the surface. The CBM-RLP-CBM coacervate,
however, could only adhere to the cellulose surface and not much on the graphene (Figures 6d
and e). As in the liquid state, the CBM-RLP-CBM coacervates appeared separate micro-sized
particles also when adsorbed on the surface. The RLP coacervate without any terminal domains
adhered only on the graphene surface. None of the proteins significantly adhered to the glass
surface.

The adhesion test showed that the functionality of the RLP fusion proteins was transferred to the
microscopic coacervate particles. The hydrophobin containing coacervates showed the highest
tendency towards adhesive behaviour. Adhesion of the RLP on the graphene surface indicated

that the hydrophobic amino acids in the non-structured RLP may become exposed and drive
attachment on a hydrophobic surface. When flanked with the CBMs, the RLP molecule however,
seemed resistant for the attraction of the hydrophobic surface.

Figure 6. SEM images of RLP fusion proteins bind to different surfaces (a) dCBM-RLP-HFBI coacervates
adsorbed on regenerated cellulose surface, (b) graphene surface and (c) glass surface. (d) CBM-RLPCBM coacervates on regenerated cellulose surface, (e) graphene surface and (f) glass. (g) RLP
coacervates adsorbed on regenerated cellulose surface, (h) graphene surface and (i) glass. The
coacervates were formed with 5 g L-1 protein and 500 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.14. The silicon wafer
with different coatings or glass were dipping into the coacervate sample, rinsing with water gently and then
dried at ambient conditions.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have compared the pH induced coacervation of three different protein constructs:
RLP, CBM-RLP-CBM and dCBM-RLP-HFBI. The RLP and CBM-RLP-CBM formed individual

coacervates, while the dCBM-RLP-HFBI formed coacervate clusters due to the hydrophobic
interactions of HFBI. We also demonstrated that coacervate with specific affinity to different
surfaces could be designed by fusion of functional terminal domains. The electron tomography
study of individual coacervate revealed the porous structure of the coacervate particles. Besides,
the size of the individual resilin coacervate could be modulated by pH, temperature and salt
concentration. This study gives us a better understanding of the coacervation process of
engineered resilin-like polypeptides and give the first sight of designing functional resilin
coacervates, which have a large potential for applications in composite materials.
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